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1. The Petition describes Proposal Two-B as a special study of a contemplated 

alternative to the current ODIS-RPW sampling frame.   The alternative sampling 
frame is described as “based on delivery units.  Delivery units include city and 
rural carriers, box sections, and firms.”1  The alternative sample frame units are 
also described as “composed of city and rural carrier routes and special study 
Mail Exit Points.”  Id. at 2. 
a. Would each individual city carrier route, rural carrier route, box section, 

and firm holdout at a DDU become a “sample frame unit” under Proposal 
Two-B? 

b. If the answer is yes, does this mean that alternative sample frame units 
are far more numerous than current sample frame units, each unit 
consisting of far less volume than under the current sample frame? 

c. If the answer to subpart b. is yes, does that mean that more tests would 
need to be conducted using the alternative sample frame to obtain the 
same level of precision that is obtained under the current sample frame? 

d. If the answer to subpart c. is yes, does that mean obtaining the equivalent 
level of precision would cost more under the alternative sample frame? 

e. Would each alternative sample frame unit combine letter, flat, and parcel 
shapes? 

f. If the answer to subpart a. is no, please identify what specific shape or 
other component of volume at a DDU would be a sample frame unit under 
Proposal Two-B, and at what point in the flow of mail handling at the DDU 
would it be sampled. 

g. What component of volume at a DDU would a “special Mail Exit Point” be? 
 

RESPONSE: 
 
a. No.  Individual city and rural routes would be their own frame unit.  However, in 

general, each facility will have one special study MEP to include all mail to the box 

section, firms holdouts, caller service, and parcel post routes. 

b. – d. Not applicable 

                                            
1 Petition of the United States Postal Service Requesting Initiation of a Proceeding to Consider 

Proposed Changes in Analytic Principles (Proposal Two), June 25, 2010, Attachment supporting Proposal 
Two-B, at 1 (Petition). 
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e.  Yes.  In all cases the city and rural sampling units would be all shapes.  In only 

the very large facilities or unique mail flows may there be an occasional need for special 

study MEPs designed around shapes.  

f.  Each individual city carrier route and rural carrier route would be a frame unit.  All 

remaining mail for a facility will generally be defined as one special study Mail Exit 

Point.  This ‘box section/firm’ MEP would generally include all shapes.  See also 

response to question 1a. and 1e.  The mail for city and rural frame units will be sampled 

at the carrier case.  Mail for the box section/firms will be sampled near the physical 

location of the box section where mail is distributed for pick up by the individual 

boxholders, or callers. 

The number of MEPs nationally as of Q4 FY2010 sampling is 62,696.  The 

number of city carrier routes and rural carrier routes is 149,987 and 71,399 respectively.  

The number of box section/firms special study MEPs is unknown at this time, as we are 

awaiting the Commission’s approval before these are developed by our field offices.   

We have, however, in anticipation of approval of this proposal, asked the Boston 

and Mississippi Districts to develop special study box section/firms MEPs as a test in 

one of their sample areas.  The number of special study box section/firm frame units in 

the Boston and Mississippi District test sample area is 96 and 167, respectively.  

Including city and rural carriers, the total number of special study frame units in the 

Boston and Mississippi test sample area is 1,171 and 1,353 respectively.  This 

compares with the current MEP frame size of 156 and 498, respectively.  
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It is important to note that the number of frame units does not drive the statistical 

precision of mail volume in this case.  Carriers tend to deliver about the same amount of 

mail by carrier route type.  This significantly lowers the variance, or said another way, 

creates extremely tight precision levels in the face of an increased frame.  Based on our 

analysis of the current variability of city and rural routes using the City Carrier Cost 

System (CCCS) and Rural Carrier Cost System (RCCS) data, and projected variance of 

box section/firms MEPs, the national Fiscal Year (FY) coefficient of variation (CV) under 

the current ODIS-RPW sample size for total mail volume is 0.14 percent.  The FY2009 

national total mail volume CV is 0.21 percent. 

g.  See response to 1f. 
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2. According to the Petition, one purpose of testing the proposed alternative sample 
frame is to provide a wider time window in which to apply a probability-based sampling 
procedure to the mail at the exit point. 

a. Would the alternative sampling procedure be applied after the arrival of 
DPS and FSS mail, but: 
i. before mail is distributed to specific carrier routes, box sections, 

and firms? 
ii. after arrival of DPS and FSS mail and after distribution to specific 

carrier routes, box sections, and firms? 
b. If the response to either part a.i. or a.ii. is yes, why would the window for 

applying a probability-based sampling procedure be wider than the current 
window?  

 
RESPONSE: 
 

a.  ODIS-RPW testing will take place after the mail is distributed to city and rural carrier 

routes, box sections, and the caller and firm services staging areas. Testing begins 

before the DPS and FSS mail arrives and continues until the DPS and FSS mail is 

distributed and included in the test.  

b.  We anticipate a wider time window for probability sampling because testing at the 

smaller, delivery unit level simplifies the test. Mail will be easier to find and isolate. Tests 

will involve curtailed mail (identified via carrier operations), instead of misthrown mail 

(identified via data collector).  Issues regarding Facility PM dispatch (mail arriving after 

the carrier leaves for the day) will be eliminated or reduced. Container subsampling will 

be eliminated for carrier tests and limited in box section/firms tests as there are fewer 

containers at the delivery unit level.  Sampling large containers of mixed mail will 

become extremely rare as well, simplifying or ‘widening’ data collection.  
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By quickly isolating the mail for testing and applying a mailpiece skip, data 

collectors will have more time to record the mail, including the DPS and FSS mail that 

typically arrives toward the end of the test.  Since the DPS and FSS mail is tested post-

distribution, there will be fewer trays for sampling.  Data collectors can better align with 

post office operations by not holding up distribution of the entire DPS mailstream for that 

facility; only for the carrier being tested on the sample day. 
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3. Another stated purpose of testing the alternative sampling frame is to simplify the 
sampling procedure.  In what specific respects would the alternative procedure be 
simpler than the current sampling procedure? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
As stated previously, sampling at the delivery unit level simplifies the test because mail 

will be easier to find and isolate post-distribution. Instead of misthrown mail (identified 

via data collector), tests will involve curtailed mail (identified via carrier operations). 

Facility PM dispatch issues will be eliminated or reduced. Container subsampling is 

limited as there are fewer containers at the delivery unit level, and sampling large 

containers of mixed mail will become extremely rare.  See also the response to question 

2 of this Information Request. 
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4. Another stated purpose of testing the alternative sample frame would be to make 
it possible to distinguish between mail destined to box sections and firm holdouts from 
mail destined for street delivery in order to accommodate a 5-day delivery environment.  
What characteristic of the alternative sampling procedure would make it easier to draw 
this distinction? 

 
RESPONSE: 

The new sample design allows us to schedule and test mail Monday through Friday for 

rural and city carrier routes, and Monday through Saturday for box sections and 

caller/firm services. Distinguishing the mail in separate tests allows us to measure 

transit times by applying either the 5-day or the 6-day delivery standard, as appropriate. 

The current MEP system cannot accommodate two different transit times because 

testing occurs as mail arrives at the facility, before it is sorted to carrier routes and box 

sections and caller/firm services, so there would be no way to distinguish five-day from 

six-day mail. 
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5. Is there a known or expected bias that the alternative sampling frame is 
designed to mitigate?  Please elaborate. 

 
 

RESPONSE: 
 

No.  We will, however, be looking at the impact on the sample estimates of single-piece 

product revenue and volume that are used directly in the RPW Report.  This would be 

stamped, metered and Postal Validation Imprint (PVI) single-piece mail product revenue 

and volume estimates, such as for First-Class single-piece, single-piece Parcel Post, 

and Priority Mail non-permit imprint.   Single-piece product estimates are book revenue 

adjusted to residual Trial Balance revenue.  This process has been documented most 

recently by witness Pafford in R2006-1, USPS-T-3, and remains unchanged since that 

time.  Specifically, see R2006-1, LR-L-14, Section VII.3. and LR-L-18, Section 2.  To the 

extent that the proposed methodology impacts the adjustment of these products, 

estimates will be studied closely.  
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6. What criteria would be used to assess the quality of the estimates to be derived 
from the alternative sample frame? 
 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The criteria will include a comparison of the national quarterly estimates of major 

product categories of single-piece mail used in the RPW Report directly from special 

study sample against the current estimates.  Additionally, we will estimate national 

quarterly Forever Stamp revenue (‘usage’) under the study procedure and compare this 

with current estimates, and Forever Stamp sales, and the time trend of sales and usage 

over the life of the Forever Stamp program. 2    Variations in the current data points in 

relation to the history will allow for the assessment of this potential methodology 

change.  Finally, national special study product estimates for PVI and Information Based 

Indicia (IBI) indicia will be compared with similar source data from the Point-of-Sale 

(POS), Automated Postal Center (APC) and PC Postage ‘census’ source systems.   

                                            
2  Forever Stamp revenue estimates from ODIS-RPW are used in Accounting Postage-in-the-

Hands of the Public (PIHOP) calculations. 
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